
ANGEL FLIGHT AIRPLANE THREE-COLOR DECAL ORDER FORM 
(see the next page for monotone single-color decals) 

To order a THREE-COLOR decal for your airplane (estimated $32 each for 8.8” x 18”, less for 
smaller versions), fill out the form below and email it to aero@aerographics.com or fax it 
to 970-461-2065.  Don’t provide payment details here; they accept Visa, Mastercard, Amex 
and COD. All orders and payments will be finalized by phone, and color email proofs 
provided, so provide the best phone number and an email address at which you can be 
reached. 

NOTE:  When making your color selections, reference the color card linked below, and use the color names listed.  Note 
that requesting 3M 280 REFLECTIVE (Page 5) will increase the cost of the order due to the cost of this special material. 

http://www.aerographics.com/images/documents/AeroGraphics_Color_Samples.pdf 

REFERENCE the diagram below and picture above when making your color and text selections on the order form.   
Keep your color count to 3 colors!  The example below is BRIGHT ORANGE, WHITE and BLACK. 

Your aircraft colors will show through all elements here except for color “E” (the Wing Fill Color), which is solid, as 
shown on the photo above.  Your aircraft color will show through and behind the “O” in the word PILOT. 

 

ORDER FORM: 

Full Name  
Address (ship to)  
City/St/Zip  
Best Phone  
Email address  

 
COLORS and TEXT selections 

A: “Angel Flight” text color  
B: “South Central” text color  
C: Wing OUTLINE color  
D: Wing INSIDE BORDER color  
E: Wing FILL color  
F: Bottom text color (or NONE)  
BOTTOM TEXT (or NONE)  
Max WIDTH and HEIGHT in inches   WIDTH:                                           HEIGHT:   
Total number of decals requested  

http://www.aerographics.com/images/documents/AeroGraphics_Color_Samples.pdf


ANGEL FLIGHT AIRPLANE SINGLE-COLOR DECAL ORDER FORM 
(see the previous page for multi-color decals) 

To order a SINGLE-COLOR decal for your airplane (estimated $28 each for 8.8” x 18”, less for smaller versions), fill out 
the form below and email it to aero@aerographics.com or fax it to 970-461-2065.  Don’t provide payment details here; 
they accept Visa, Mastercard, Amex and COD. All orders and payments will be finalized by phone, and color email proofs 
provided, so provide the best phone number and an email address at which you can be reached. 

NOTE:  When making your color selections, reference the color card linked below, and use the color names listed.  Note 
that requesting 3M 280 REFLECTIVE (Page 5) will increase the cost of the order due to the cost of this special material. 

http://www.aerographics.com/images/documents/AeroGraphics_Color_Samples.pdf 

REFERENCE this diagram when making your color and text selections on the order form below. 
Keep your color count to 1 color!  The example below uses only BLACK. 

 

ORDER FORM: 

Full Name  
Address (ship to)  
City/St/Zip  
Best Phone  
Email address  

 
COLORS and TEXT selections 

A: Primary color  
BOTTOM TEXT (or NONE)  
WING FILL OPTION (check one) □ Let my aircraft color show through  □  Fill with primary color 
Max WIDTH and HEIGHT in inches   WIDTH:                                           HEIGHT:   
Total number of decals requested  

 

 

http://www.aerographics.com/images/documents/AeroGraphics_Color_Samples.pdf

